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1 - welcome to star city

a beautiful day the sun beamed down on the beach our crew jordan the hedgehog rosy the hedgehog
torpedo the shark moonlight the cat and shade the wolf
 
jordan:aahh a lovely day so peaceful
 
(suddenly a black sort of ship covers the sky and ephilvos an evil genius flys down on a platform)
 
shade;ephilvos!
 
ephilvos;hahhahaha good to see you agin just wanted to let you know im going to rule the world with a
1000 year demon
hohoho your doomed (ephilvos flys back and the ship leaves)
 
rosy:what do you think he means
 
jordan:im not sure but were going to stop him
 
torpedo;yeah we wont let get away with this lets go
 
rosy:lets ask thairo about it first
 
moonlight:yeah
 
jordan:lets go
 
 
the gang race off to thairo but what will they find out well read the next chapter
 



2 - new allies

the crew are just setting off for thairo as they travel along the beach
 
jordan:so we should find out what we need to know at thairo's
 
rosy:yup
 
torpedo:hey look other there
 
(a black hedgehog and a blue one are seen together holding hands)
 
jordan:hey ther
 
Sapphire:hey ther im Sapphire this is my bf firehead
 
firehead:and you are
 
jordan:im jordan and this is rosy,torpedo,shade and moonlight
 
Sapphire:hi guys
 
 the crew:hiya
 
firehead:so were you off to
 
(jordan explains there looking for thairo about a demon)
 
firehead:may i join you
 
sapphire:im coming too
 
jordan:ok then lets go
 
(firehead and sapphire kiss)
 
and so with 2 new members the crew race off to thairo



3 - thairo's legend

the gang have reached thairo and now are asking him of this demon
 
thairo;yes tis the 1000 year demon
 
jordan:will ephilvos need anything to get the demon
 
thairo:yes the star of light,the flmaes of disaster from the past and the soul of hearts
 
firehead:isnt the soul of hearts also known as the one with the power of fire
 
thairo:yes it is if you want to stop him you must go now the the flying city of glintopia
 
rosy:lets go
 
(the crew race out to find transport to glintopia)
 
ephilvos:hahahaha ive been waiting for you get them!
 
(robots and aliens swoop down grab rosy,moonlight and sapphire)
 
firehead:sapphire!!!!
 
ephilvos:now to get rid of you(ephilvos makes a dark energy spear and hurls it towards firehead)
 
jordan:look out(jordan jumps in front of firehead and the spear stabs him and he falls to the ground)
 
ephilvos:woot woot i got him at least(ephilvos teleports away with the kidnapped girls)
 
firehead:no sapphire
 
torpedo:jordan are you ok
 
jordan:(painfuly) yea sure ill be
 
firehead:we'll get you sorted and then get him
 
what happens well thats for next time



4 - take off

jordan the hedgehog lies in hospital after his heroic effort's to save firehead fire runs thro the door
 
firehead:i found some transport a plane is going to glintopia they say we can take jordan with us
 
rosy:ok come on jordan ill help you
 
(jordan gets off the bed in pain bandaged up with rosy supporting him)
 
jordan:urh..how will i..cope..in this state
 
firehead:they will look after you
 
(the friends have now bored the plane and are now flying to glintopia jordan is lying down on a bed
safely secured in the plane rosy sitting next to him)
 
jordan:we will make i know we will
 
rosy:your right we will(rosy strokes Jordan's head)
 
 



5 - glintopia

the crew have been on glintopia for 7 hours jordan is healed and has gone searing for the star of light
 
fireheaad:were is jordan he should be back by now
 
jordan:(running to the crew shouting)I GOT IT I GOT IT I FOUND THE STAR OF LIGHT!
 
rosy:way to go jordan
 
torpedo:good work dude
 
shade:ace
 
firehead:well done
 
jordan:now lets get the rest(a hologram drops from the sky and jordan turns it on)
 
jordan:its ephilvos
 
ephilvos hologram:well well ive got the flames of disaster and you have the star of light wich is now mine
 
(ephilvos teleports behind jordan kicks him and takes the star of light and runsaway with the crew
chasing after him)
 
(they fly through the skys and eventually land in star city)
 
ephilvos:now i need the soul of hearts jordan com here
 
 
 
 



6 - the final showdown

jordan:why
 
ephilvos:because the soul of hearts is in you
 
(the crew gasps)
 
(ephilvos swoops down and grabs jordan)
 
ephilvos:finally(ephilvos use the star of light the flames of disaster and jordan and the demon arises)
 
(ephilvos throws jordan down)
 
jordan:nooooooooooooooooooooo
 
sapphire:we heard everything we so sorry jordan
 
moonlight:we managed to escape earlier
 
jordan:enough every one get him!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!11
 
(after tireless fighting the crew wounded badly have beat the demon and ephilvos is hiding ploting his
next move and are now at sunset lake)
 
sapphire isnt the sunset beautiful
 
firehead:sure is
 
rosy:jordan well done for today and jordan there's always something Ive liked about you
 
jordan:ive always had something about you too
 
jordan and rosy:its true(jordan and rosy kiss each other)
 
 (firehead and sapphire also kiss)
 
torpedo:well thats it for now
 
our heroes are done and the next adventure awaits
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